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AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide: Specialty ExamSybex, 2018

	The official study guide for the AWS certification specialty exam


	The AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide – Specialty Exam helps to ensure your preparation for the AWS Certified Advanced Networking – Specialty Exam. Expert review of AWS fundamentals align with the exam objectives,...
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A Practical Guide to Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux (6th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	
		“I have found this book to be a very useful classroom text, as well as a great Linux resource. It teaches Linux using a ground-up approach that gives students the chance to progress with their skills and grow into the Linux world. I have often pointed to this book when asked to recommend a solid...
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Antenna Design for Mobile Devices (Wiley - IEEE)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Expanded and updated, this practical guide is a one-stop design reference containing all an engineer needs when designing antennas

	
		Integrates state-of-the-art technologies with a special section for step-by-step antenna design
	
		Features up-to-date bio-safety and electromagnetic compatibility regulation...
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Mathematica by ExampleAcademic Press, 1992

	Mathematica bv Example is intended to bridge the gap which has existed between the very

	elementary handbooks available on Mathematica and those reference books written for the more

	advanced Mathematica users. This book is an extension of a manuscript which was developed to

	quickly introduce enough Mathematica commands to a group of...
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iPhone App Design for Entrepreneurs: Find Success on the App Store without CodingApress, 2019

	
		Make an app from start to finish on your own or with a dedicated team. This book is your all-in-one, go-to resource for designing, building, and marketing, a trending app that others flock to buy. Use detailed analysis to decide what designs you should choose and whether you should learn to code or hire someone else to do the trench...
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Practical Guide to Salesforce Communities: Building, Enhancing, and Managing an Online Community with Salesforce Community CloudApress, 2018

	
		Whether you are brand new to the world of Salesforce communities or you are looking to take your Community Cloud knowledge to the next level, this detailed guide will help you to build and manage a Salesforce community by leveraging the declarative power of the platform with clicks, not code.

	
		Each Salesforce community is...
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Data Mining Tools for Malware DetectionAuerbach Publications, 2011

	
		Although the use of data mining for security and malware detection is quickly on the rise, most books on the subject provide high-level theoretical discussions to the near exclusion of the practical aspects. Breaking the mold, Data Mining Tools for Malware Detection provides a step-by-step breakdown of how to develop...
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DK Eyewitness Lisbon (Travel Guide)DK Travel, 2019

	Discover Europe's capital of cool

	

	Whether you want to explore the jumbled streets of Alfama, take in the fantastic views from Castelo de São Jorge, or simply sample the city's iconic custard tarts, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that Lisbon has to offer.

	

	As one...
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Inquisition in the Fourteenth Century: The Manuals of Bernard Gui and Nicholas Eymerich (Heresy and Inquisition in the Middle Ages)York Medieval Press, 2019

	The Inquisition played a central role in European history. It moulded societies by enforcing religious and intellectual unity; it helped develop the judicial and police techniques which are the basis of those used today; and it helped lay the foundations for the persecution of witches. An understanding of the Inquisition is therefore...
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Case Studies on Social Marketing: A Global Perspective (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2019

	
		Social marketing has become an indispensable tool for all types of organizations worldwide. This book presents high-quality cases on the development, implementation, and analysis of different social marketing campaigns that have been created by non-governmental organizations, public administrations, and even businesses. The respective...
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2050 China: Becoming a Great Modern Socialist Country (Understanding Xi Jinping’s Governance)Springer, 2020

	
		This book is open access under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license.
	


	This book is arranged and developed around the theme of “2050 China,” it analyzes the factors and advantages of the Chinese road to socialist modernization, explores and summarizes the development goal and the basic logic of the socialist...
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BusinessObjects: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Improve profitability and operations in your company by leveraging  BusinessObjects with help from this comprehensive guidebook. Divided into three  digestible sections, Business Objects: The Complete Reference will help  you get fully acquainted with this sophisticated tool set, design and build a  user-friendly interface, then reap...
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